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Abstrat. In this paper, we further develop a reently introdued se-
mantial link between temporal logis and Petri nets. We fous on two
spei formalisms, Interval Temporal Logi (itl) and Box Algebra (ba),
whih are losely related by their ompositional approah to onstruting
systems' desriptions. The overall goal of our investigation is to translate
Petri nets into behaviourally equivalent logi formulas. As a result, the
analysis of system properties an be arried out using either of the two
formalisms, taking advantage of their respetive strengths and powerful
tool support.
The ontribution of this paper is twofold. First, we extend the existing
translation from ba to itl, by removing restritions onerning the way
in whih ontrol ow of onurrent system is modelled, and by allowing
fully general synhronisation operator. Seond, we strengthen the notion
of equivalene between a Petri net and the orresponding logi formula,
by proving suh an equivalene at the level of transition based exeutions
of Petri nets, rather than just by looking at their labels.
Keywords: itl, Petri net, box algebra, omposition, semantis, general
synhronisation, step sequene, equivalene
1 Introdution
In general, temporal logis [6, 11℄ and Petri nets [5, 16℄ are regarded as fundamen-
tally dierent approahes to the speiation and analysis of onurrent systems.
Temporal logis allow one to speify both the system designs and orretness re-
quirements within the same framework, and the veriation of orretness an
be done by heking the satisfation of logi formulas. Petri nets, on the other
hand, are an automata inspired model with semantis based on ations and loal
states whih allows one to apture ausal relationships in systems' behaviour.
As a result, veriation of behavioural properties an be arried out using in-
variant tehniques [19℄ based on the graph struture of nets, or model heking
tehniques based on partial order redutions [20℄.
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To establish a semantial link between logis and Petri nets, we foused in [3℄
on two spei formalisms, Interval Temporal Logi (itl) [13, 15℄ and Box Al-
gebra (ba) [1℄, whih are losely related by the their ompositional approahes
to onstruting systems' desriptions. In partiular, in both itl and ba the on-
trol ow of a system is speied using ommonly used programming operators,
suh as sequene, hoie, parallelism and iteration. The synhronisation between
onurrently exeuted subsystems is, however, ahieved in dierent ways and
therefore needs to be suitably handled.
In [3℄ we proved orretness of the translation from a submodel of ba to
semantially equivalent itl formulas. The submodel we onsidered disallowed
the nesting of the parallel omposition operator. Moreover, synhronisation was
binary. In this paper, we provide a syntax-driven translation for the ore ba [1℄
syntax omprising parallel omposition, sequene, hoie, synhronisation and
iteration, but without onsidering data variables. Cruially, we relax the syn-
tatial onstraints forbidding the use of the parallel omposition outside the
topmost level. Moreover, we onsider a fully general synhronisation operator.
Finally, we strengthen the notion of equivalene between a ba net and the or-
responding itl formula, by proving suh an equivalene at the level of transition
based exeutions of Petri nets, rather than just by taking their labels.
The paper is organised as follows. In the next setion we reall the basi
notions of Box Algebra. We start with the denition of box expressions whih
are then used to ompositionally onstrut box nets. We also reall a number
of results demonstrating how the exeution semantis of a omposite box an
be derived from the exeutions semantis of its omponents. In Setion 3 we
similarly reall the relevant fragment of Internal Temporal Logi, and present
some basi semantial properties of itl formulas. Setion 4 is entral to the whole
paper as it ontains a formal translation from box expressions to itl formulas
as well as the proof of a semantial equivalene between box expressions and the
orresponding formulas. The next setion presents examples of this translation,
and Setion 6 briey disusses future work.
Throughout the paper we use the standard mathematial notation. In parti-
ular, N denotes the set of all positive integers, N0 = N∪{0} and Nω = N0∪{ω},
where ω denotes the rst transnite ordinal. We extend to Nω the standard arith-
meti omparison operators, assuming that ω = ω and n < ω, for all n ∈ N0.
Moreover, we dene  as ≤ without the pair (ω, ω). The onatenation operator
for sequenes of sets will be denoted by ◦, and for sequenes of symbols by  ·.
For a symbol s and a set of sequenes S, we will write s · S to denote the set
{s · s′ | s′ ∈ S}. We will also denote ∅∞ = {∅∅ . . .} and ∅∗ = {ǫ,∅,∅∅, . . .},
i.e., ∅
∞
omprises a single innite sequene, and ∅
∗
an innite number of nite
sequenes.
2 Box algebra
Let A be a nite set of ations (or ation labels). A synhronisation relation ρ is
any set of tuples of ations (a1, . . . , an, a) suh that n ≥ 1. Intuitively, a1, . . . , an
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represent n onurrent ations of whih an be synhronised to yield a single
omposite ation with the label a. To reet this intuition we will often denote
(a1, . . . , an, a) by a1 . . . an 7→ a.
The syntax given below denes two kinds of box expressions, namely non-
synhronised expressions E apturing the ontrol ow in a onurrent system,
and synhronised expressions F (below a is an ation and ρ a synhronisation
relation):
E ::= stop | a | E ;E | E2E | E ‖E | [[E ⊛ E ⊛ E]]
F ::= E sco ρ
The intuition behind the above syntax is that: (i) stop denotes a bloked proess;
(ii) a denotes a proess whih an exeute an ation a ∈ A and terminate; (iii)
E ;E′ denotes sequential omposition; (iv) E2E′ denotes hoie omposition;
(v) E ‖E′ denotes parallel omposition; (vi) [[E ⊛ E′ ⊛ E′′]] denotes a loop
with an initial part E, iterated part E′, and terminal part E′′; and (vii) E sco ρ
denotes soping whih ombines ation synhronisation and restrition in a single
onstrut, i.e., sco enfores all the synhronisations speied by ρ and bloks
all non-synhronised ations.
2.1 Box nets
The semantis of box expressions is given through a mapping into Petri nets
alled boxes. (Note that one an also dene the semantis of box expressions
through suitable SOS rules of operational semantis; the two semantis an be
shown to oinide [1℄.)
A box is a tuple N = (P, T, F, ℓ) suh that: (i) P and T are disjoint nite sets
of respetively plaes (representing loal states) and transitions (representing
ations); (ii) F ⊆ (P × T ) ∪ (T × P ) is a ow relation; and (iii) ℓ is a labelling
funtion for plaes and transitions suh that ℓ(p) ∈ {e, i, x}, assoiating an entry,
internal or exit status with every plae p, and ℓ(t) ∈ A, for every transition t.
The sets of entry, internal and exit plaes of N are given respetively by
N e = ℓ−1(e), N i = ℓ−1(i) and N x = ℓ−1(x). Moreover, we set N ei = N e ∪ N i
and N ix = N i ∪ N x, and will use Np and N t to respetively denote the plaes
and transitions of N . We also adopt the standard rules about representing nets
as direted graphs.
2.2 Semantis of box nets
The global states of a box N are alled markings, eah marking being a mapping
M : Np → N0 assigning a natural number to every plae. Markings are indiated
by tokens drawn inside irles representing plaes. The default initial (or entry)
and nal (or exit) markings of N , denoted respetively by M eN and M
x
N , are
dened, for every p ∈ P , as follows:
M eN (p) =
{
1 if p ∈ N e
0 otherwise
and M xN (p) =
{
1 if p ∈ N x
0 otherwise
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The hange of a marking of N results from a simultaneous exeution of a
set of transitions, alled a step. Formally, a step of N is any set of transitions
U ⊆ N t. It is enabled at a marking M if, for every plae p ∈ Np:
M(p) ≥ |{t ∈ U | (p, t) ∈ F}| .
We denote this by M [U〉. An enabled step U an be exeuted leading to a
marking M ′ given, for every plae p ∈ Np, by:
M ′(p) =M(p)− |{t ∈ U | (p, t) ∈ F}|+ |{t ∈ U | (t, p) ∈ F}| .
We denote this by M [U〉M ′.
The semantis of N is given through its step sequenes starting from the de-
fault initial markingM eN . We will assume that eah suh step sequenes is innite
whih is a harmless requirement as any nite step sequene an be extended by
an innite sequene of empty steps (note thatM [∅〉M for every markingM). In
addition, we single out a set of nite step sequenes whih lead from the default
initial marking M eN to the default nal marking M
x
N . Intuitively, eah suh step
sequene will be interpreted as a suessfully terminated exeution of N .
A step sequene of N is an innite sequene θ = U1U2 . . . of steps suh that
there exist markings M1,M2, . . . of N satisfying
M eN [U1〉M1 M1[U2〉M2 M2[U3〉M3 . . .
Moreover, we dene a terminated step sequene of N as a nite sequene θ =
U1 . . . Um (m ≥ 0) of steps suh that there exist markings M1, . . . ,Mm−1 of N
satisfying
M eN [U1〉M1 M1[U2〉M2 M2[U3〉M3 . . . Mm−1[Um〉M
x
N .
The sets of step sequenes and terminated sequenes of N are respetively de-
noted by steps(N) and termsteps(N). The k-th element of a step sequene θ will
be denoted by θ(k), and its length by |θ|.
2.3 Composite boxes
The above denition of a box net is too general. In the ba approah one is only
interested in nets derived ompositionally, following the syntax of box expres-
sions. The labelling of plaes provides the neessary devie for omposing boxes
along the entry and exit interfaes, i.e., the sets of entry plaes N e and exit
plaes N x.
As a onsequene of suh a ompositional approah to onstruting boxes,
the nets we are going to dene will have very spei form of their plaes and
transitions, making it easier to establish onnetions between boxes and itl
formulas. Intuitively, we will use the syntax of a non-synhronised box expression
E to onstrut onrete plaes and transitions of the orresponding box N , by
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embedding paths from the root of the parse tree of E in the denitions of plaes
and transitions. In what follows, nite sequenes in the set
Π = { ;L, ;R, 2L, 2R, qL, qR, ⊛L, ⊛M , ⊛R}
∗
will be alled syntax paths. Note that symbols appearing in syntax paths orre-
spond to the arguments of operators used in box expressions (with `L' indiating
the left argument, et). For two syntax paths, π1 and π2, we denote π1|π2 if
{π1, π2} = {π·qL·π
′, π·qR ·π
′′}, for some π, π′ and π′′. Intuitively, two ations of
a non-synhronised box expression are onurrent i their positions, π1 and π2,
in the parse tree are suh that π1|π2.
The form of eah plae in ompositionally dened boxes will be pZ , where
p ∈ {e, i, x} and Z ⊂ Π ·{e, x}, while eah transition will be of the form aW ,
where a ∈ A and W ⊂ Π . Moreover, for brevity, the sets Z and W will be
written as oma separated lists without brakets.
For a syntax path π ∈ Π and transition aW , we denote π·aW = aπ·W . This
prex notation extends in the usual way to sets of transitions and sequenes of
sets of transitions as well as (sets of) plaes.
The spei form of plaes and transitions, together with the systemati way
in whih boxes are manipulated below, will mean that for a ompositional box
N = (P, T, F, ℓ) it will be the ase that, for all pZ ∈ P and aW ∈ T , ℓ(pZ) = p
and ℓ(aW ) = a, as well as:
(pZ , aW ) ∈ F ⇐⇒ ∃π ∈ W : π·e ∈ Z
(aW , pZ) ∈ F ⇐⇒ ∃π ∈ W : π·x ∈ Z .
As a result, we will represent suh a box simply by N = (P, T ).
We will now present a systemati way of onstruting omposite boxes. For
eah onstant expression we dene a spei box and, for eah operator used in
box expressions, we dene a orresponding operator on boxes, in the following
way.
Constants. With the bloking expression stop and a single-ation expression
a ∈ A, we respetively assoiate the following two simple boxes:
Nstop = ({ee, xx},∅)
Na = ({ee, xx}, {aǫ}) .
(1)
Their diagrams are depited in Figure 1 with labels shown inside the nodes.
Sequene. N ;K ombines the exit interfae of N with the entry interfae of K.
The entry interfae of the resulting box is that of N , and the exit interfae is
that of K; for an example see the diagram of Na ;Nb in Figure 1.
N ;K =
(
PL ∪ PR ∪ X , TL ∪ TR
)
(2)
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where
TL = ;L·N
t TR = ;R·K
t
PL = ;L·N
ei PR = ;R·K
ix
X = {i ;L·Z ∪ ;R·W | xZ ∈ N
x ∧ eW ∈ K
e} .
(3)
e
x
ee
xx
e
a
x
ee
xx
aǫ
e
a
i
b
x
e ;Le
a ;L
i ;Lx, ;Re
b ;R
x ;Rx
e
a
i
b
x
c
e2Le,2R ;Le
a2R ;L
i2R ;Lx,2R ;Re
b2R ;R
x2Lx,2R ;Rx
c2L
Fig. 1. From the left to right: diagrams of Nstop, Na, Na ;Nb and Nc 2 (Na ;Nb). Note
that the last two boxes orrespond to the box expressions a ; b and c2 (a ; b).
Choie. N 2K ombines together the entry interfaes of the two boxes reating
a new entry interfae, as well as their exit interfaes reating a new exit interfae;
for an example see the diagram of Nc2 (Na ;Nb) in Figure 1.
N 2K =
(
PL ∪ PR ∪ X ∪ Y , TL ∪ TR
)
(4)
where
TL = 2L·N
t TR = 2R·K
t
PL = 2L·N
i PR = 2R·K
i
X = {e2L·Z ∪ 2R·W | eZ ∈ N
e ∧ eW ∈ K
e}
Y = {x2L·Z ∪ 2R·W | xZ ∈ N
x ∧ xW ∈ K
x} .
(5)
Parallelism. N ‖K puts next to eah other the boxes N and K; for an example
see the diagram of ((a‖ a) ; b)‖ (b ; c) on the left of Figure 3. The new entry (resp.
exit) interfae is the union of the entry (resp. exit) interfaes of the omposed
boxes.
N ‖K =
(
PL ∪ PR , TL ∪ TR
)
(6)
where
TL = qL·N
t TR = qR·K
t
PL = qL·N
p PR = qR·K
p
(7)
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Iteration. [[N ⊛ K ⊛ J ]] ombines the exit interfaes of N and K with the entry
interfaes of K and J ; for an example see the diagram of [[Na ⊛ (Nb ‖Nc) ⊛ Nd]]
on the left of Figure 2. The new entry interfae is that of N , and the exit interfae
is that of J .
[[N ⊛ K ⊛ J ]] =
(
PL ∪ PM ∪ PR ∪ X , TL ∪ TM ∪ TR
)
(8)
where
TL = ⊛L·N
t TM = ⊛M ·K
t TR = ⊛R·J
t
PL = ⊛L·N
ei PM = ⊛M ·K
i PR = ⊛R·J
ix
X = {i⊛L·Z ∪ ⊛M ·W ∪ ⊛M ·V ∪ ⊛R·Y |
xZ ∈ N
x ∧ eW ∈ K
e ∧ xV ∈ K
x ∧ eY ∈ J
e}
(9)
e
a
i i i i
b c
d
x
e⊛Le
x⊛Rx
a⊛L
d⊛R
b⊛M qL
c⊛M qR
iV iW iY iZ
e
G
i i i i
A C
x
e⊛Le
x⊛Rx
G⊛L
A⊛M qL,⊛M qR C⊛M qR
iV iW iY iZ
iV = i⊛Lx,⊛M qLe,⊛M qLx,⊛Re iW = i⊛Lx,⊛M qLe,⊛M qRx,⊛Re
iY = i⊛Lx,⊛M qRe,⊛M qLx,⊛Re iZ = i⊛Lx,⊛M qRe,⊛M qRx,⊛Re .
Fig. 2. Diagrams of two boxes involving iteration: [[Na ⊛ (Nb ‖Nc) ⊛ Nd]] (left) and
([[Na ⊛ (Nb ‖Nc) ⊛ Nd]]) sco {a 7→ G, bc 7→ A, c 7→ C} (right). Note that the four
internal plaes are dened below the diagrams.
At this point it is possible to formulate a useful result whih holds for all
boxes whih an be onstruted using the rules dened so far (note that it is
obvious that any net onstruted in this way is a box).
Fat 1 Let N be any net onstruted from boxes orresponding to the onstant
box expressions as well as the operators of sequene, hoie, parallelism and
iteration. Then the set of steps appearing in the step sequenes of N is inluded
in the following set:
Npsteps =
{
{a1π1, . . . , a
n
πn
} ⊆ N t | ∀i < j : πi|πj
}
.
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Moreover, if the net Nstop dened in (1) is not used in the onstrution, then
Npsteps is exatly the set of steps appearing in the step sequenes of N .
We will all Npsteps the set of potential steps of N . Moreover, for every syn-
hronisation relation ρ, we dene:
ρN = {(U, a{π1,...,πn}) | U = {a
1
π1
, . . . , anπn} ∈ N
psteps ∧ (a1, . . . , an, a) ∈ ρ} .
For example, if we take the box N on the left of Figure 2, then we have:
Npsteps = {∅, {a⊛L}, {b⊛M qL}, {c⊛M qR}, {d⊛R}, {b⊛M qL , c⊛M qR}}
ρN = {({a⊛L}, {G⊛L}), ({c⊛M qR}, {C⊛M qR}),
({b⊛M qL , c⊛M qR}, {A⊛M qL,⊛M qR})} ,
where ρ = {a 7→ G, bc 7→ A, c 7→ C}.
Soping. N sco ρ has the same plaes as N and, for eah potential step of N ,
one reates a new transition (this transition represents a synhronisation of two
or more ations of N if the potential step is not a singleton). After that all the
transitions of N are removed. Formally,
N sco ρ = ( Np , Z ) (10)
where:
Z = {t | (U, t) ∈ ρN} . (11)
For example, the diagram of [[Na ⊛ (Nb ‖Nc) ⊛ Nd]] sco {a 7→ G, bc 7→ A, c 7→ C}
is depited on the right of Figure 2.
Note that by dening a suitable synhronisation relation ρ, one an apture
all pratially useful forms of synhronisation of two or more ations (e.g., bc 7→
A above), as well as ation relabelling (e.g., a 7→ G and c 7→ C) and ation
restrition (as for d).
2.4 From expressions to boxes
We an now dene the semantis of box expressions by transforming them om-
positionally into the orresponding box nets, and then adopting the exeution
semantis of the latter. Formally, we dene a mapping box(.) from expressions
to boxes, in the following way:
box(stop) = Nstop
box(a) = Na
box(E ;E′) = box(E) ; box(E′)
box(E2E′) = box(E)2 box(E′)
box(E ‖E′) = box(E)‖ box(E′)
box([[E ⊛ E′ ⊛ E′′]]) = [[box(E) ⊛ box(E′) ⊛ box(E′′)]]
box(E sco ρ) = box(E) sco ρ
(12)
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From now on, by a box we will mean a omposite box onstruted using (12).
Aording to the ba theory, suh boxes enjoy a number of interesting behavioural
properties when we onsider exeutions starting from their initial markings, as
follows:
 The number of tokens on any plae for any reahable marking is bounded;
more preisely, the number of tokens on any internal plae is never greater
than two (i.e., the internal plaes are 2-bounded), and an entry or exit
plae never holds more than one token (i.e., the entry and exit plaes are
1-bounded).
 Eah box is lean whih means that when all the exit plaes ontain tokens,
there is no token left elsewhere in the net.
 Boxes do not allow auto-onurreny whih means that there is no transition
enabled `twie' for any reahable marking. As a onsequene, steps an be
represented by sets rather than by multiset of transitions.
2.5 Behavioural properties of omposite box
Both nite and innite step sequenes of omposite boxes exhibit lear ompo-
sitional properties [1℄, i.e., one an (easily) derive the semantis of a omposite
box from the semantis of the omposed boxes. This is demonstrated by a series
of results whih follow from the general properties of boxes [1℄.
For boxes modelling the bloking expression and a single-ation expression,
the semantis apture is straightforward.
Fat 2 (basi boxes) Let a ∈ A. Then:
steps(Nstop) = ∅
∞ steps(Na) = ∅
∞ ∪ ∅∗◦{{aǫ}}◦∅
∞
termsteps(Nstop) = ∅ termsteps(Na) = ∅
∗◦{{aǫ}}◦∅
∗ .
For hoie and parallelism, the semantis of a omposite box an easily be
expressed in terms of the semantis of the omposed boxes. We need, however,
a notion of parallel omposition of step sequenes.
For two step sequenes, θ and τ , of equal length,1 θ ‖ δ is a step sequene of
the same length as θ and τ , and (θ ‖ δ)(k) = θ(k) ∪ δ(k), for all k. Moreover, for
two sets of step sequenes, Θ and ∆, the set Θ ‖∆ omprises all step sequenes
θ ‖ δ, where θ ∈ Θ and δ ∈ ∆ are of equal length.
Fat 3 (hoie and parallelism) Let f ∈ {steps, termsteps}. Then:
f(N 2K) = 2L·f(N) ∪ 2R·f(N)
f(N ‖K) = qL·f(N) ‖ qR·f(N) .
1
That is, either θ and τ are innite, or both are nite and have the same length.
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Fat 4 (sequene)
steps(N ;K) = ;L·steps(N) ∪
;L·termsteps(N) ◦ ;R·steps(K)
termsteps(N ;K) = ;L·termsteps(N) ◦ ;R·termsteps(K) .
Fat 5 (iteration)
steps([[N ⊛ K ⊛ J ]]) = ⊛L·steps(N) ∪
⊛L·termsteps(N) ◦ (⊛M ·termsteps(K))
∗
◦ ⊛M ·steps(K) ∪
⊛L·termsteps(N) ◦ (⊛M ·termsteps(K))
∗
◦ ⊛R·steps(J)
termsteps([[N ⊛ K ⊛ J ]]) = ⊛L·termsteps(N) ◦ (⊛M ·termsteps(K))
∗
◦ ⊛R·termsteps(J) .
Finally, we onsider a box N sco ρ, where N is onstruted from some non-
synhronised box expression. In this ase, relating step sequenes of N sco ρ and
N is more involved.
First, we dene a relation ρ˜N omprising all pairs (U, {t1, . . . , tk}) (k ≥ 0),
where U ∈ Npsteps and {t1, . . . , tk} ⊆ box(N sco ρ)
t
are suh that there is a
partition U1, . . . , Uk of U satisfying (Uj , tj) ∈ ρN , for eah j ≤ k. Moreover, for
two equal length sequenes of sets of transitions, τ and θ, we denote (τ, θ) ∈ ρ˜N
if (τ(j), θ(j)) ∈ ρ˜N , for all j.
Fat 6 (soping) Let f ∈ {steps, termsteps}. Then:
f(N sco ρ) = {θ | ∃ τ ∈ f(N) : (τ, θ) ∈ ρ˜N} .
2.6 Streamlined box expression
The last stage in the subsequent translation from ba to itl is partiularly simple
for the lass of streamlined synhronised expressions. We all a box expression
E sco ρ streamlined if, for eah transition aπ ∈ box(E)
t
there is exatly one
transition bW ∈ box(E sco ρ)
t
suh that π ∈ W .
It turns out that eah synhronised box expression F = E sco ρ an be
transformed into semantially equivalent streamlined expression stl(F ) = F ′ =
E′ sco ρ′, in the following way. First, for every aπ ∈ box(E)
t
, let
trans(aπ) = {bW ∈ box(F )
t | π ∈W} = {t | ∃(U, t) ∈ ρbox(F ) : aπ ∈ U} .
For example, if we take [[a ⊛ (b ‖ c) ⊛ d]] sco {a 7→ G, bc 7→ A, c 7→ C} with the
orresponding box depited in Figure 2, then we have:
trans(a⊛L) = {G⊛L}
trans(d⊛R) = ∅
trans(b⊛M qL) = {A⊛MqL,⊛M qR}
trans(c⊛MqR) = {A⊛MqL,⊛M qR , C⊛M qR}
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Then a suitable E′ is obtained by replaing eah ourrene of an ation
a ∈ A in E orresponding to transition aπ in box(E),
2
by:
 stop if trans(aπ) = ∅;
 bW if trans(aπ) = {bW }; and
 b1W1 2 (. . . 2 (b
m−1
Wm−1
2 bmWm) . . . ) if trans(aπ) = {b
1
W1
, . . . , bmWm} and m ≥ 2.
3
Furthermore,
ρ′ = {bW . . . bW︸ ︷︷ ︸
|W | times
7→ bW | bW ∈ box(E sco ρ)
t}
denes a suitable synhronisation relation. For the previous example, we obtain
F ′ = E′ sco ρ′, with
E′ = ([[γ ⊛ (α‖ (α2 ζ)) ⊛ stop]]) and ρ′ = {γ 7→ γ, αα 7→ α, ζ 7→ ζ} ,
where γ = G⊛L , α = A⊛M qL,⊛M qR and ζ = C⊛M qR . The box orresponding to
F ′ is shown on the right of Figure 2.
We now observe that eah transition of box(F ′) is of the form (bW )Y , where
bW ∈ box(E sco ρ)
t
. As a result, we an dene a bijetion λ : box(F ′)t → box(F )t
by setting λ((bW )Y ) = bW , for eah transition (bW )Y in box(F
′). Cruially, we
then obtain
Fat 7 (streamlined expression) The nets box(F ′) and box(F ) are isomor-
phi after replaing eah transition label bW in box(F
′) by b. Moreover,
λ(steps(box(F ′))) = steps(box(F ))
λ(termsteps(box(F ′))) = termsteps(box(F )) .
3 Interval Temporal Logi
We now provide the syntax and semantis of a small fragment of itl, inlud-
ing only those onstruts (basi and derived) whih are used in the subsequent
translation of box expressions. In partiular, we assume that V is a ountable
set of boolean variables, all suh variables being (the identities of) transitions of
boxes reated using the box mapping.4
The formulas of the fragment of the itl logi we need are dened by:
φ ::= true | flip(v) | skipstable(v) | φ ∧ φ′ | φ ∨ φ′ | φ ;φ′ | φ∗ | inf
2
Suh an ourrene of a is identied by the path in the syntax tree of the non-
synhronised expression E whih orresponds to pi.
3
We assume a xed ordering on the transitions of box(F ) so that the enumeration of
trans(aπ) is unique.
4
The itl syntax is as in [3℄ exept that we now use a dierent set of names for the
logi variables in V .
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where v ∈ V . The intuition behind the above onstruts is as follows: flip(v)
inverts the value of a boolean variable v over a unit interval while skipstable(v)
keeps the value of v over a unit interval;  ;  is a sequential omposition operator
(alled hop); 
∗
 is an iterative version of hop; and inf indiates an innite
interval.
A state is a mapping whih assigns values to the (boolean) variables V , and
an interval σ is a possibly innite non-empty sequene of states. Its length, |σ|,
is ω if σ is innite, and otherwise its number of states minus 1. To simplify
denitions, we will denote σ as 〈σ0, σ1, . . . , σ|σ|〉, where σ|σ| is undened if σ is
innite. With suh a notation, hdσ = σ0 and tlσ = σ|σ| (whenever σ is nite).
Moreover, for 0 ≤ j  k ≤ |σ|:
σj..k = 〈σj , . . . , σk〉 and σ
j = 〈σ0, . . . , σj〉 and σ
(j) = 〈σj , . . . , σ|σ|〉
The meaning of formulas is given by the satisfation relation |= dened as follows:
 σ |= true
 σ |= flip(v) i |σ| = 1 and hdσ(v) = ¬tlσ(v).
 σ |= skipstable(v) i |σ| = 1 and hdσ(v) = tlσ(v).
 σ |= φ ∨ φ′ i σ |= φ or σ |= φ′.
 σ |= φ ∧ φ′ i σ |= φ and σ |= φ′.
 σ |= φ ;φ′ i one of the following holds:
• |σ| = ω and σ |= φ.
• there is r  |σ| suh that σr |= φ and σ(r) |= φ′.
 σ |= φ∗ i one of the following holds:
• |σ| = 0.
• there are 0 = r0 ≤ r1 ≤ · · · ≤ rn−1  rn = |σ| suh that, for all
1 ≤ l ≤ n, σrl−1..rl |= φ.
• |σ| = ω and there are innitely many integers 0 = r0 ≤ r1 ≤ . . . suh
that lim
j→ω
rj = ω and for all l ≥ 1, σrl−1..rl |= φ.
 σ |= inf i |σ| = ω.
Moreover, the set of variables ourring in a formula φ will be denoted by var(φ),
and we will denote, for a nite set of logi variables V ′ ⊆ V :
skipstable(V ′) =
{∧
v∈V ′ skipstable(v) if V
′ 6= ∅
true otherwise
flip(V ′) =
{∨
v∈V ′ flip(v) ∧ skipstable(V
′ \ {v}) if V ′ 6= ∅
inf otherwise .
(13)
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Remark 1. The logi syntax introdued above has been tailored to handle in
a smooth way a subsequent translation from box expression to logi formulas.
However, it is easily seen that all the non-standard onstruts used above (i.e.,
flip, skipstable and inf) as well as true an easily be expressed in the standard
itl logi, in the following way:
true = v ∨ ¬v
flip(v) = skip ∧ (v =©¬v)
skipstable(v) = skip ∧ (v =©v)
inf = true ;¬true
where © is the `next' temporal operator, skip =©empty and empty = ¬© true.
In this way, it is possible to formulate and analyse behavioural properties of
a formula resulting from the translation using the full power of itl and the
assoiated proof tehniques and tools. ⊓⊔
To apture the relationship between the semantis of a box expression and a
orresponding formula, with eah itl formula φ and interval σ satisfying σ |= φ,
we assoiate a sequene of sets γσ = Γ1 . . . Γ|σ|, where eah Γj is given by:
Γj = {v ∈ var(φ) | σj−1(v) 6= σj(v)} .
That is, eah Γj reords all the variables whih ipped their values at the point
of entering the state σj . In this way, γσ provides a diret interpretation of σ
in terms of sequenes of steps of transitions of box nets. Formally, for any itl
formula φ, we dene:
steps(φ) = {γσ | σ |= φ ∧ |σ| = ω}
termsteps(φ) = {γσ | σ |= φ ∧ |σ| < ω} .
We then obtain a number of behavioural properties of itl formulas.
Proposition 1. Let φ and φ′ be two formulas with disjoint sets of variables,
i.e., var(φ)∩var(φ′) = ∅. Then the following hold, where ψ = skipstable(var(φ))∗,
ψ′ = skipstable(var(φ′))∗ f ∈ {steps, termsteps}:
f(φ ∧ ψ′ ∨ φ′ ∧ ψ) = f(φ) ∪ f(φ′)
f(φ ∧ φ′) = f(φ)‖ f(φ′)
steps((φ ∧ ψ′) ; (φ′ ∧ ψ)) = steps(φ) ∪ termsteps(φ) ◦ steps(φ′)
termsteps((φ ∧ ψ′) ; (φ′ ∧ ψ)) = termsteps(φ) ◦ termsteps(φ′)
Proof. Follows diretly from the basi properties of logi operators. ⊓⊔
Proposition 2. Let φi, for i = 1, 2, 3, be formulas with mutually disjoint sets
of variables. Then the following hold, where ψi,j = skipstable(var(φi)∪ var(φj))
∗
,
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for i, j ∈ {1, 2, 3}:
termsteps((φ1 ∧ ψ2,3) ; ((φ2 ∧ ψ1,3)
∗ ; (φ3 ∧ ψ1,2)) =
termsteps(φ1) ◦ termsteps(φ2)
∗ ◦ steps(φ3)
steps((φ1 ∧ ψ2,3) ; ((φ2 ∧ ψ1,3)
∗ ; (φ3 ∧ ψ1,2)) =
steps(φ1) ∪
termsteps(φ1) ◦ termsteps(φ2)
∗ ◦ steps(φ2) ∪
termsteps(φ1) ◦ termsteps(φ2)
∗ ◦ steps(φ3) .
Proof. We obtain, after noting that var(φ∗2) = var(φ2) and twie using Proposi-
tion 1:
termsteps((φ1 ∧ ψ2,3) ; ((φ2 ∧ ψ1,3)
∗ ; (φ3 ∧ ψ1,2))
= termsteps((φ1 ∧ ψ2,3) ; (((φ2 ∧ ψ3)
∗ ; (φ3 ∧ ψ2)) ∧ ψ1)
= termsteps(φ1) ◦ termsteps((φ2 ∧ ψ3)
∗ ; (φ3 ∧ ψ2))
= termsteps(φ1) ◦ termsteps((φ
∗
2 ∧ ψ3) ; (φ3 ∧ skipstable(var(φ
∗
2))
∗))
= termsteps(φ1) ◦ termsteps(φ
∗
2) ◦ termsteps(φ3)
= termsteps(φ1) ◦ termsteps(φ2)
∗ ◦ termsteps(φ3) .
The seond part of the proof is similar. ⊓⊔
Proposition 3. Let φ′ be a formula obtained from an itl formula φ by a on-
sistent renaming of variables given by a bijetion λ. Then f(φ′) = λ(f(φ)), for
f ∈ {steps, termsteps}.
Proof. Follows from the insensitivity of the semantis to the identities of logi
variables used in itl formulas. ⊓⊔
Finally, for every itl formula φ and π ∈ Π , we will denote by π·φ the logi
formula obtained from φ by replaing eah variable aπ′ with aπ·π′ .
Proposition 4. Let π ∈ Π and f ∈ {steps, termsteps}. Then f(π·φ) = π·f(φ).
Proof. Follows from Proposition 3 and the fat that the transformation given by
π·φ is a onsistent renaming of variables. ⊓⊔
4 From box expressions to logi formulas
To make the presentation more aessible, we will rst show how to translate
non-synhronised box expressions, after that we will extend the translation to
the streamlined synhronised expressions, and nally we will deal with the ase
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of general synhronised expressions. The translation for non-synhronised ex-
pressions is as follows:
itl(stop) = inf
itl(a) = skipstable(aǫ)
∗ ; flip(aǫ) ; skipstable(aǫ)
∗
itl(E ;F ) = ;L·itl(E) ∧ skipstable( ;R·box(F )
t)∗ ;
;R·itl(F ) ∧ skipstable( ;L·box(E)
t)∗
itl(E2F ) = 2L·itl(E) ∧ skipstable(2R·box(F )
t)∗ ∨
2R·itl(F ) ∧ skipstable(2L·box(E)
t)∗
itl(E ‖F ) = qL·itl(E) ∧ qR·itl(R)
itl([[E ⊛ F ⊛ G]]) = ⊛L·itl(E) ∧ skipstable(⊛M ·box(F )
t ∪ ⊛R·box(G)
t)∗ ;
(⊛M ·itl(F ) ∧ skipstable(⊛L·box(E)
t ∪ ⊛R·box(G)
t)∗)∗ ;
⊛R·itl(G) ∧ skipstable(⊛L·box(E)
t ∪ ⊛M ·box(F )
t)∗ .
For example, if we take the box expressions E = a ; b and F = c2 (a ; b) gener-
ating the two of the boxes in Figure 1, then we obtain:
itl(E) =
(
sfs(a ;L) ∧ skipstable(b ;R)
∗
)
;
(
sfs(b ;R) ∧ skipstable(a ;L)
∗
)
itl(F ) =
(
sfs(c2L) ∧ skipstable({a2R ;L , b2R ;R})
∗
)
∨((
(sfs(a2R ;L) ∧ skipstable(b2R ;R)
∗) ;
(sfs(b2R ;R) ∧ skipstable(a2R ;L)
∗)
)
∧ skipstable(c2L)
∗
)
where, for every logi variable v ∈ V :
sfs(v) = skipstable(v)∗ ; flip(v) ; skipstable(v)∗ .
It an easily be heked that the variables ourring in itl(E) are preisely
the transitions of box(E).
Proposition 5. var(itl(E)) = box(E)t, for every non-synhronised box expres-
sion E.
Cruially, however, the step semantis of a non-synhronised box expression
and the orresponding itl formula oinide.
Theorem 1 (non-synhronised expression). Let H be a non-synhronised
box expression and f ∈ {steps, termsteps}. Then f(itl(H)) = f(box(H)).
Proof. Let φ = itl(H) and N = box(H). The proof proeeds by indution of the
struture of H .
Case 1: H = stop. Then φ = inf and N = Nstop. Hene we have:
steps(φ) = ∅∞ = steps(N)
termsteps(φ) = ∅ = termsteps(N) .
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Case 2: H = a. Then φ = skipstable(aǫ)
∗ ; flip(aǫ) ; skipstable(aǫ)
∗
and N = Na.
Hene we have:
steps(φ) = ∅∞ ∪ ∅∗◦{{aǫ}}◦∅
∞ = steps(N)
termsteps(φ) = ∅∗◦{{aǫ}}◦∅
∗ = termsteps(N) .
Case 3: H = E2F . Then, by Proposition 5, we have:
φ = 2L·itl(E) ∧ skipstable(2R·var(itl(F )))
∗ ∨
2R·itl(F ) ∧ skipstable(2L·var(itl(E)))
∗ .
Hene we obtain:
f(φ) = f(2L·itl(E)) ∪ f(2R·itl(F )) by Prop. 1
= 2L·f(itl(E)) ∪ 2R·f(itl(F )) by Prop. 4
= 2L·f(box(E)) ∪ 2R·f(box(F )) by Ind. Hyp.
= f(H) . by Fat 3
Case 4: H = E ‖F . Then:
f(φ) = f(qL·itl(E)) ‖ f(qL·itl(F )) by Prop. 1
= qL·f(itl(E)) ‖ qL·f(itl(F )) by Prop. 4
= qL·f(box(E)) ‖ qL·f(box(F )) by Ind. Hyp.
= f(H) . by Fat 3
Case 5: H = E ;F . Then, by Proposition 5, we have:
φ = ;L·itl(E) ∧ skipstable( ;R·var(itl(F )))
∗ ;
;R·itl(F ) ∧ skipstable( ;L·var(itl(E)))
∗ .
Hene we obtain:
termsteps(φ) = termsteps( ;L·itl(E)) ◦ termsteps( ;R·itl(F )) by Prop. 1
= ;L·termsteps(itl(E)) ◦ ;R·termsteps(itl(F )) by Prop. 4
= ;L·termsteps(box(E)) ◦ ;R·termsteps(box(F )) by Ind. Hyp.
= termsteps(H) . by Fat 4
The seond part of the proof for sequene is similar.
Case 6: H = [[E ⊛ F ⊛ G]]. Then, by Proposition 5, we have:
φ = ⊛L·itl(E) ∧ skipstable(⊛M ·var(F ) ∪ ⊛R·var(G))
∗ ;
(⊛M ·itl(F ) ∧ skipstable(⊛L·var(E) ∪ ⊛R·var(G))
∗)∗ ;
⊛R·itl(G) ∧ skipstable(⊛L·var(E) ∪ ⊛M ·var(F ))
∗
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Hene we obtain:
termsteps(φ) = termsteps(⊛L·itl(E)) ◦ termsteps(⊛R·itl(F ))
∗
◦ termsteps(⊛M ·itl(G)) by Prop. 2
= ⊛L·termsteps(itl(E)) ◦ (⊛R·termsteps(itl(F )))
∗
◦ ⊛M ·termsteps(itl(G)) by Prop. 4
= ⊛L·termsteps(box(E)) ◦ (⊛R·termsteps(box(F )))
∗
◦ ⊛M ·termsteps(box(G)) by Ind. Hyp.
= termsteps(H) . by Fat 5
The seond part of the proof for iteration is similar. ⊓⊔
The above result is very strong as it basially states that the behavioural
properties of non-synhronised box expressions related to the sequening of ex-
euted ations an be re-interpreted as properties of the translated formulas,
assuming that an exeution of a transition is `simulated' by a ipping of the
orresponding boolean variable. Extending suh a result to streamlined expres-
sions highlights the way in whih the box expression synhronisation mehanism
(through merging transitions), and the itl synhronisation mehanism (through
ipping variables in dierent parts of a formula) math eah other.
Let F = E sco ρ be a streamlined box expression. Then itl(F ) is obtained from
itl(E) by replaing eah ourrene of eah variable v by the unique variable in
trans(v).
Theorem 2 (streamlined expression). Let F = E sco ρ be a streamlined box
expression and f ∈ {steps, termsteps}. Then f(itl(F )) = f(box(F )).
Proof. By the denition of the itl mapping, ipping the value of any variable v
in itl(E) is due to the (unique within itl(E)) sub-formula flip(v) as otherwise v
keeps the same value due to the presene of the skipstable(v)∗ sub-formulas (in
other words, all the variables in itl(E) are framed [4℄).
Suppose now that aW is a variable in itl(F ) and that a
1
π1
, . . . , akπk are the
variables in itl(E) whih in itl(F ) are replaed by aW . Then, by denition, πi|πj
for all i 6= j. As a onsequene, there is a sub-formula φ ∧ φ′ of itl(E) suh
that var(φ) ∩ var(φ′) = ∅ and, without loss of generality, aiπi ∈ var(φ) and
ajπj ∈ var(φ
′). As this observation holds for all distint i and j, it follows that
ipping of aW in itl(F ) must be `agreed upon' by all the sub-formulas flip(aW ),
eah resulting from a replaement of some aiπj by aW . The result then follows
from f(itl(E)) = f(box(E)) (see Theorem 1) and Fat 6. ⊓⊔
Having disussed the ase of streamlined box expressions, suppose now that
F = E sco ρ is an arbitrary synhronised expression. Given Fat 7, we ould
now simply take the streamlined expression stl(F ) dened in Setion 2.6 and,
after onsistently renaming variables aording to the bijetion λ dened in Se-
tion 2.6, obtain a generalised version of Theorem 2. Having said that, we an
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proeed without pre-proessing and onservatively extend the previous transla-
tion. More preisely, for any synhronised expression F = E sco ρ we onstrut
itl(F ) from itl(E) by replaing
 eah sub-formula flip(t) by flip(trans(t));
 eah sub-formula skipstable(t) by skipstable(trans(t)); and
 eah sub-formula skipstable(V ′) by skipstable(
⋃
trans(V ′)).
We then obtain the main result of this paper.
Theorem 3 (synhronised expression). Let F = E sco ρ be a synhronised
box expression and f ∈ {steps, termsteps}. Then f(itl(F )) = f(box(F )).
Proof. Let us onsider the streamlined expression stl(E sco ρ) = E′ sco ρ′ as de-
ned in Setion 2.6, and φ = itl(E′ sco ρ′) as dened for streamlined expression.
Then itl(E sco ρ) and φ are equivalent after applying a onsistent renaming of
variables given by the bijetion λ dened in Setion 2.6. Now, we observe that
if trans(aπ) = {b
1
W1
, . . . , bmWm} and m ≥ 2 then the sub-formula
skipstable(aπ)
∗ ; flip(aπ) ; skipstable(aπ)
∗
in itl(E) is transformed into
skipstable({b1W1 , . . . , b
m
Wm
})∗ ;
(flip(b1W1) ∧ skipstable({b
2
W2
, . . . , bmWm}) ∨ . . . ∨
flip(bmWm) ∧ skipstable({b
1
W1
, . . . , bm−1Wm−1})) ;
skipstable({b1W1 , . . . , b
m
Wm
})∗
within itl(F ). This is equivalent to
skipstable({b1W1 , . . . , b
m
Wm
})∗ ; flip(b1W1) ∧ skipstable({b
2
W2
, . . . , bmWm}) ;
skipstable({b1W1 , . . . , b
m
Wm
})∗
∨ . . . ∨
skipstable({b1W1 , . . . , b
m
Wm
})∗ ; flip(bmWm) ∧ skipstable({b
2
W2
, . . . , bmWm}) ;
skipstable({b1W1 , . . . , b
m
Wm
})∗
whih in turn an be shown to be equivalent (after taking into aount the
orrespondene given by λ) to itl(b1W1 2 . . . 2 b
m
Wm
). Hene the result follows
from Theorem 2, Fat 7 and Proposition 3. ⊓⊔
To onlude, we have demonstrated that it is possible to ompositionally as-
soiate a semantially equivalent itl formula with any box expression onsidered
in this paper.
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5 Examples
5.1 Synhronisation and restrition
To illustrate ation restrition as well as internal and external synhronisations,
we onsider a streamlined expression F = E sco ρ, where
E = ((a‖ a) ; b)‖ (b ; c) and ρ = {aa 7→ A, bb 7→ B} .
The orresponding boxes are shown in Figure 3. In our translation, we rst derive
itl(E) = ((sfs(aqL ;LqL) ∧ sfs(aqL ;LqR)) ∧ skipstable(bqL ;R)
∗) ;
(sfs(bqL ;R) ∧ skipstable({aqL ;LqL , aqL ;LqR})
∗)
∧
(sfs(bqR ;L) ∧ skipstable(cqR ;R)
∗) ; (sfs(cqR ;R) ∧ skipstable(bqR ;L)
∗)
To prepare for applying soping we derive
trans(aqL ;LqL) = trans(aqL ;LqR) = {AqL ;LqL,qL ;LqR} = {α}
trans(bqL ;R) = trans(bqR ;L) = {BqL ;R,qR ;L} = {β}
trans(cqR ;R) = ∅
whih (after eliminating true in onjuntions) leads to
itl(F ) = ((sfs(α) ∧ sfs(α)) ∧ skipstable(β)∗) ; (sfs(β) ∧ skipstable(α)∗)
∧
sfs(β) ; (inf ∧ skipstable(β)∗)
and so, in an equivalent form, we obtain:
itl(F ) = (sfs(α) ∧ skipstable(β)∗) ; (sfs(β) ∧ skipstable(α)∗)
∧
sfs(β) ; (inf ∧ skipstable(β)∗)
Note that
steps(F ) = ∅∞ ∪ ∅∗◦{α}◦∅∞ ∪ ∅∗◦{α}◦∅∗◦{β}◦∅∞
termsteps(F ) = ∅ .
5.2 Parallel omposition and hoie
To illustrate hoie and parallel omposition, we onsider a streamlined expres-
sion F = E sco ρ, where
E = (a2 b)‖ b and ρ = {a 7→ a, bb 7→ b} .
The orresponding boxes are shown in Figure 4. In our translation, we rst derive
itl(E) = sfs(aqL 2L) ∧ skipstable(bqL 2R)
∗ ∨ sfs(bqL 2R) ∧ skipstable(aqL 2L)
∗
∧
sfs(bqR) .
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Fig. 3. Boxes of E = ((a‖ a) ; b)‖ (b ; c) and F = E sco {aa 7→ A, bb 7→ B}.
To prepare for applying soping we derive
trans(aqL 2L) = {aqL 2L} = {α}
trans(bqL 2R) = trans(bqR) = {bqL 2R,qR} = {β}
whih (after eliminating true in onjuntions) leads to
itl(F ) =
(
sfs(α) ∧ skipstable(β)∗ ∨ sfs(β) ∧ skipstable(α)∗
)
∧ sfs(β) .
Hene, in an equivalent form, we obtain:
itl(F ) = sfs(α) ∧ skipstable(β)∗ ∧ inf ∨ sfs(β) ∧ skipstable(α)∗ .
Note that
steps(F ) = ∅∞ ∪ ∅∗ ◦ {α} ◦∅∞ ∪ ∅∗ ◦ {β} ◦∅∞
termsteps(F ) = ∅∗ ◦ {β} ◦∅∗ .
e e
a b b
x x
e e
a b
x x
Fig. 4. Boxes of E = (a2 b)‖ b and F = E sco {a 7→ a, bb 7→ b}.
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5.3 Iteration and soping
To illustrate synhronisation inside iteration, we onsider a non-streamlined ex-
pression F = E sco {a 7→ G, bc 7→ A, c 7→ C} where
E = [[a ⊛ (b ‖ c) ⊛ d]] .
Note that boxes orresponding to E and F are shown in Figure 2. We rst derive
itl(E) = sfs(a⊛L) ∧ skipstable({b⊛M qL , c⊛M qR , d⊛R})
∗ ;
(sfs(b⊛M qL) ∧ sfs(c⊛M qR) ∧ skipstable({a⊛L , d⊛R})
∗)∗ ;
sfs(d⊛R) ∧ skipstable({a⊛L , b⊛M qL , c⊛M qR})
∗ .
To prepare for applying soping we derive
trans(a⊛L) = {G⊛L} = {γ}
trans(d⊛R) = ∅
trans(b⊛M qL) = {A⊛M qL,⊛M qR} = {α}
trans(c⊛M qR) = {A⊛M qL,⊛M qR , C⊛M qR} = {α, ζ}
whih leads to
itl(F ) = sfs(γ) ∧ skipstable({α, ζ})∗ ;
(sfs(α) ∧ sfs({α, ζ}) ∧ skipstable(γ)∗)∗ ;
inf ∧ skipstable({γ, α, ζ})∗ .
Hene, in an equivalent form, we obtain:
itl(F ) = sfs(γ) ∧ skipstable({α, ζ})∗ ;(
sfs(α) ∧(
skipstable({α, ζ})∗ ; flip(α) ∧ skipstable(ζ) ; skipstable({α, ζ})∗
∨
skipstable({α, ζ})∗ ; flip(ζ) ∧ skipstable(α) ; skipstable({α, ζ})∗
)
∧ skipstable(γ)∗
)∗
;
inf ∧ skipstable({γ, α, ζ})∗ .
Note that
steps(F ) = ∅∞ ∪
∅
∗ ◦ {γ} ◦∅∞ ∪
∅
∗ ◦ {γ} ◦ (∅∗ ◦ {α})∗∅∞ ∪
∅
∗ ◦ {γ} ◦ (∅∗ ◦ {α})∗ ◦∅∗ ◦ {ζ} ◦∅∞
termsteps(F ) = ∅ .
6 Conlusions
In the past, dierent kinds of logis have been used as formalism for expressing
orretness properties of systems speied using Petri nets. When it omes to
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the relationship between logis and Petri net, we feel that the work on the
onnetions between linear logi [8℄ and Plae Transition nets was the losest one.
However, the main onern there was the handling of multiple token ourrenes
in net plaes whereas here nets an hold at most two tokens in a single plae ever.
Another way in whih logis and Petri nets were disussed was reported in [17℄
whih provided a haraterisation of Petri net languages in terms of seond-order
logial formulas.
The results presented in this paper demonstrate that one an develop a very
lose strutural onnetion between ba and itl. It is therefore important to fur-
ther investigate the extent to whih suh a onnetion ould be generalised and
exploited. In partiular, we plan to investigate what is the subset of itl whih
an be modelled by ba. A longer time goal is the development of a hybrid veri-
ation methodology ombining itl and ba tehniques. For example, sequential
algorithms and innite data strutures ould be treated by itl tehniques [2,
9, 14℄, while intensive parallel or ommuniating aspets of systems ould be
treated by net unfoldings [7, 10℄ or other Petri net tehniques [18℄.
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